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Abstract

Purpose: With the expansion of research utilizing electronic healthcare data to identify transgender (TG) population health trends, the validity of computational phenotype algorithms to identify TG patients is not well understood. We aim to identify the current state of the literature that has utilized CPs to identify TG people within electronic healthcare data and their validity, potential gaps, and a synthesis of future recommendations based on past studies. Methods: Authors searched the National Library of Medicine’s PubMed, Scopus, and the American Psychological Association Psyc Info’s databases to identify studies published in the United States that applied CPs to identify TG people within electronic health care data. Results: Twelve studies were able to validate or enhance the positive predictive value (PPV) of their CP through manual chart reviews (n=5), hierarchy of code mechanisms (n=4), key text-strings (n=2), or self-surveys (n=1). CPs with the highest PPV to identify TG patients within their study population contained diagnosis codes and other components such as key text-strings. However, if key text-strings were not available, researchers have been able to find most TG patients within their electronic healthcare databases through diagnosis codes alone. Conclusion: CPs with the highest accuracy to identify TG patients contained diagnosis codes along with components such as procedural codes or key text-strings. CPs with high validity are essential to identifying TG patients when self-reported gender identity is not available. Still, self-reported gender identity information should be collected within electronic healthcare data as it is the gold standard method to better understand TG population health patterns.

INTRODUCTION

There is an estimated 2 million adults who identify as transgender (TG) living in the United States.1 Unjust discrimination and violence have led to disproportionate health burdens among TG populations that have been consistently reported, such as higher prevalence of mental health distress, substance misuse, and HIV when compared to cisgender people (i.e. those whose sex assigned at birth aligns with their current gender identity).2-3 While health literature on TG individuals is growing, this population is largely overlooked in epidemiologic studies due to small sample size limitations and inconsistent gender identity data collection measures.4 Recruiting a large sample size of TG people is labor intensive and costly, leading researchers to resort to real-world data (RWD) sources like electronic healthcare databases to create efficient methods for identifying these patients.

Computational phenotypes (CPs) have become emerging tools to distinguish groups of patients with shared characteristics within electronic healthcare databases, and they have an important role in TG health-related research.5 In brief, CPs are algorithms that use a combination of diagnostic and procedure codes, medication records, and demographic characteristics to identify patient populations within healthcare utilization data.6 Given the varying data models from RWD sources, there is not a single standardized method to identify TG
patients. A systematic review in 2016 assessing the variation in prevalence estimates of TG people using self-reported gender identity information from surveys and TG-related diagnosis codes from electronic healthcare data across the world highlighted the lack of standardization and significant heterogeneity of ascertainment of TG status across studies as an important barrier for research.4

To date, there has not been a review of published literature on CPs to better understand their ability to identify TG people and their health utilization patterns within electronic health care data. Similarly, there has not been a comprehensive assessment of validity of such CP algorithms in this setting. In this narrative review, we aim to discuss the existing literature that has utilized CPs to identify TG people within electronic healthcare data and their validity, potential gaps, and a synthesis of future recommendations based on current knowledge.

METHODS

Authors searched the National Library of Medicine’s PubMed, Scopus, and the American Psychological Association Psyc Info’s databases to identify studies published in the United States that applied CPs to identify TG people within electronic health care data. Multiple combinations of search terms included: “transgender” “electronic health records” “computational phenotype” and “electronic medical records” (full search strategy in Supplemental Table 1 ). The electronic search included all papers published through September 2022. Our narrative review focused on research articles applying algorithms to electronic health care databases to identify TG patients. We excluded studies that used surveys, did not use data from the United States, used qualitative methodologies, or lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) research that did not include TG people or separate their results. We excluded these studies as we wanted to focus on current measures within the United States healthcare system, where gender identity information is not often available. We also wanted to ensure United States health insurance codes were utilized, as this is an emerging area of identifying TG patients in large databases. Two reviewers (T.G.B. and J.H.C.) independently reviewed the citation index for possible inclusion, while discrepancies were resolved through consensus. Papers were reviewed and analyzed through Covidence.7 While not a comprehensive systematic review, we follow the PRISMA statement to report our results in the spirit of transparency and reproducibility.

RESULTS

Of the 718 articles initially identified within the comprehensive search, 17 studies utilized original CPs to identify TG patients within electronic healthcare databases (Figure 1 ).6,8–23 Twelve of these studies were able to validate or enhance the positive predictive value of their CP through manual chart reviews (n=5), hierarchy of code mechanisms (n=4), key text-strings (n=2), or self-surveys (n=1). Of these twelve studies, three used administrative claims data and nine used electronic health record (EHR) data. Claims data contains claims information on patient utilization of prescription fills and medical services for the purposes of documenting administrative and healthcare billing reimbursement, while EHR data are medical charts in a digitized format and recorded by providers for the purposes of patient clinical care.24–26

Administrative Claims Data and Augmented Data

Proctor and colleagues used the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services Chronic Conditions Data Warehouse to identify TG Medicare patients in 2013 (n=4098).17 This study utilized a CP of ICD-9 diagnosis codes that were relevant to TG status, then subsequently addressed concerns of coding errors by validating their method through a specific logic. This logic required that patients with an initial ICD-9 diagnosis code relevant to TG status must have at least one or more of the following: more than 1 claim of an ICD-9 diagnosis code relevant to TG status in 2012, 2013, or 2014, an unspecified endocrine disorder code used by providers for TG patients to avoid TG stigma through health insurance, a sex hormone prescription in 2013, a principle diagnosis code from the ICD-9 diagnosis codes relevant to TG status, or a billing claim condition code 45 modifier or KX modifier. Proctor and colleague’s CP found a sensitivity of 89.26% though their internal hierarchal method in identifying TG patients using Medicare insurance.17 Their study was able to find 66.03% of TG Medicare patients using ICD-9 diagnosis codes relevant to TG status in 2013 alone. Approximately forty percent were identified with similar claims in 2012 and 2014, as well as through sex
hormone prescriptions or a principle diagnosis code specific to TG status.\textsuperscript{17}

Jasuja and colleagues use a similar approach to Proctor and colleagues by using a hierarchal method of claims data in order to validate their CP.\textsuperscript{17,19} Jasuja and colleague’s retrospective analysis of administrative claims from OptumLabs Data Warehouse from 2006 to 2017 identified 27,227 potential TG patients. They initially use gender identity disorder diagnosis codes, then incorporates endocrine non-specific codes, procedure codes relevant to TG status, then sex hormone receipts discordant with sex recorded in the claims data as a validation method to improve their accuracy of identifying their TG patients. To enhance their positive predictive value (PPV) even further, they required non-specific endocrine disorder codes to not be followed by non-diabetes codes such as thyroid or adrenal diseases and utilized a technical panel of experts to categorize a list of procedural codes that could be used for TG patients undergoing gender affirmation surgery. This study specified a minimum dosage for hormone replacement therapy to exclude non-TG patients who may receive these prescriptions at a lower dose. Using ICD-9 and ICD-10 gender identity disorder diagnosis codes alone, they were able to find 69% of TG patients. The added internal validation method of non-specific endocrine disorder codes with TG-related procedure codes added 16% TG people, and non-specific endocrine disorder codes along with sex-discordant hormone prescriptions added another 15%. They were also able to remove 1.2% of patients from the overall TG cohort after validation methods revealed their procedure or hormone prescription codes did not align with gender identity status, such as an estrogen prescription along with a transmasculine-identified procedure code (e.g., bilateral mastectomy).\textsuperscript{19}

Yee and colleagues also used a hierarchal method approach within Oregon Medicaid claims data from 2010 to 2019 to identify TG patients with at least one ICD-9 or 10 gender identity-related diagnosis code.\textsuperscript{18} In their approach for confirming additional details once a patient was identified as TG, they differentiated sex assigned at birth (SAB) information from self-reported gender in the enrollment file. They operationalized this by determining whether a patient’s procedural or medication codes differed from their recorded SAB. As this method relied on gender identity-related diagnosis codes as entry into their study cohort, 100% of their patients had a diagnosis code. Of the 2,940 beneficiaries identified as TG, they were able to confirm 92.1% as TG using the hierarchy method described by Proctor et. al.\textsuperscript{17} They also used a sensitivity analyses that included all changes in recorded gender and found an additional 16% transmasculine and 21% transfeminine patients.

These reviewed studies provide evidence that CPs applied in claims data with the strongest sensitivity and PPV contained ICD-9 or ICD-10 gender identity disorder codes along with additional diagnosis codes and procedural codes, although diagnosis codes were able to identify most TG patients.

Electronic Health Records and Augmented Data

Roblin and colleague’s retrospective cohort study uses Kaiser Permanente Georgia’s EHR system from 2006 to 2015 to potentially identify TG patients (n=271).\textsuperscript{13} The authors describe a 3-step algorithm, which included an initial EHR search for International Classification of Disease (ICD)-9 diagnosis codes (\textit{Supplemental Table 1}) and key text-strings relevant to TG status from supplemental digitized provider notes, validation of TG status through having at least two diagnosis codes or validation by manual review of text-strings, then determination of patient sex assigned at birth after their inclusion in the cohort. After internal validation of patients through a committee manually reviewing the key-text strings, they found that the application of key text-strings only, diagnosis codes only, and both diagnosis and key text-strings led to positive predictive values (PPV) of 45%, 56%, and 100%, respectively. A similar study by Quinn and colleagues used Kaiser Permanente’s Georgia and California EHR system to identify potential TG individuals (n=6456) to build the Study of Transition, Outcomes and Gender (STRONG) cohort.\textsuperscript{14} The study uses the same 3-step algorithm, and published their full extensive list of key text-strings. In this study, only 10% of patients were found from diagnosis codes alone, while 61% were found from both diagnosis codes and keywords. The PPV for key text-strings, diagnosis codes, and both were 26%, 54%, and 98% respectively.

Gerth and colleague’s study utilizes the STRONG cohort to assess agreement between medical records and a self-reported survey.\textsuperscript{15} The survey contained the recommended self-reported gender identity method that
The survey asked for sex assigned at birth and current gender identity. They distributed the survey to a subset of cohort members in order to confirm TG status (transmasculine or transfeminine) based on gender affirming treatment (e.g. testosterone, estrogen hormone therapy) and surgery (e.g. chest or genital reconstruction surgery) through Kaiser Permanente. They found high agreement between self-reported gender identity and gender affirming treatment records with a sensitivity of 99% and specificity of 99%.

Guo et al. built upon Quinn and colleagues’ work to apply a CP within the University of Florida Health integrated data repository which included the Epic EHR system from 2012 to 2019. They used gender identity information, ICD-9 and ICD-10 diagnosis codes, Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes, and key text-strings relevant to TG status in clinician text notes as potential mechanisms to find the best performing CP for their data. Authors validated their CPs through a manual chart review of selected samples and then identified subgroups and used natal sex assignment for confirmation of transmasculine or transfeminine gender identity. Guo and colleagues found 19,600 potential TG patients and their best performing CP for both structured and unstructured data was when a TG patient had a recorded TG gender identity or had at least one relevant diagnosis code and at least one relevant key text-string relevant to TG status, which led to an F1-score of 0.954.

Foer and colleagues’ retrospective chart review used Epic data from two primary academic teaching institutions in Boston, MA from 2015-2019 to identify 13,424 potential TG patients. They were able to utilize key text-strings within clinician notes with TG-related text, as well as F64 ICD-10 diagnosis codes, and gender identity field entries. Manual chart reviews were performed on a subset to validate the classification of patients as gold standard. They were able to find all patients through a legal sex field (100%), while sex assigned at birth was available for 48.7% of patients, and 48% had a completed gender identity field. They found 15.7% of TG patients through diagnosis and key text-strings, 89% from key text-strings alone, 14% from a gender identity field (14%), 1.2% from ICD diagnosis codes, and 5.1% from TG status listing. After validation via chart review of a subset of 324 patients, they confirmed 8% of patients as TG. 24 patients with gender fields alone were misclassified as TG when they were cisgender based on chart reviews. However, they had a high specificity after applying their algorithm to a random set of patients and found none to be TG. In this study, key text-strings and diagnosis codes were more sensitive to identify TG patients than gender related fields.

Blosnich and colleagues applied a CP of ICD-9 and ICD-10 diagnosis codes relevant to TG status to identify 7560 TG patients through the US Department of Veterans Affairs Corporate Data Warehouse from 2000 to 2016. Their validation method used a search algorithm of clinical text notes to find key text-strings related to TG status. Their search algorithm reached a sensitivity of 89.30%, with a specificity of 99.95%. False positives were similar to Roblin and colleagues of key text-strings that were discussions about TG relatives or friends of the patient. They were also able to find false negatives through key text-strings for 1.1% of patients.

Wolfe and colleagues used EHR from the Veterans Health Administration from 2006 to 2018 to create their cohort of TG veterans (n=10,769). Their CP included: 1) 1 or more gender identity disorder diagnosis code in outpatient or inpatient data during the study period, 2) a diagnosis code of non-specified endocrine disorder, 3) change in sex marker field lasting at least 1 year to reflect stability, 4) sex hormone prescription discordant with sex, and 5) excluded those with specific endocrine disorder codes, contextual data (e.g. adrenal or thyroid disease, and prostate cancer), as well as had minimum dosage levels for hormones. They used a hierarchal strategy that prioritized diagnosis codes or hormones, then non-specific endocrine disorder with hormone prescription, then endocrine disorders with change in sex markers, then hormone therapy with change in sex marker, to finally hormone prescriptions only, which is very similar to Jasuja et al. They validated the algorithm through performing a chart review of a random sample of veterans from each of the 5 groups. Wolfe and colleagues found that TG veterans with a gender identity disorder diagnosis code had the highest positive predictive value (83%) compared to non-gender identity disorder coded veterans (2%), and concluded that gender identity disorder diagnosis codes were the most reliable approach for identification of TG patients in the VHA.
Alpert and colleague’s cross-sectional study utilized CancerLinQ data by the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) Learning HealthCare System to identify TG cancer patients (n=557). Their CP had three categories: category 1) diagnosis related to gender identity (transsexualism or gender identity disorder); (category 2) recorded gender male with at least one diagnosis code indicating cancer of the ovaries, cervix, vulva, vagina, uterus, placenta, or other related organs; and/or (category 3) recorded gender female with at least one diagnosis code indicating cancer of the prostate, testes, penis, or other related organs. 557 individuals matched their inclusion criteria within CancerLinQ data: 42 in category 1, 316 in category 2, and 199 in category 3. 76% of those with an ICD-9 or ICD-10 diagnosis code relevant to TG status were confirmed to be TG, while only 2% and 3% were identified through categories 2 and 3, respectively. There was very low specificity for categories 2 and 3, as many patients identified ended up being false positives (i.e. cisgender).

Chyten-Brennan and colleagues created a CP to identify TG patients (n=213) among people living with HIV through the Montefiore Health System in New York City from 1997 to 2017. Their CP contained: 1) ICD-9 or ICD-10 diagnosis codes; 2) gender-affirming medications; 3) key text-strings, and 4) gender identity variables (e.g., yes/no field for TG). After manual chart review to validate TG status, they were able to confirm 84% of patients (PPV). Only 13.5% were identified through ICD-9 or ICD-10 diagnosis codes alone, while 60% were found from multiple categories. They were not able to confirm the TG status of 22% of those found only through ICD-9 or ICD-10 diagnosis codes. However, they were able to accurately identify 15% of TG patients through HIV-funding related gender identity data, which is not found in other EHR-based algorithms. Without this data, they would have differentially misclassified a large portion of TG people, which would lead to biased estimates.

EHR data was able to overcome the key limitation of validation for claims data by having access to conduct manual chart reviews, as well as self-reported gender identity when the data was collected and available. Similar to claim-based CPs, the strongest CPs in EHR data contained diagnosis codes accompanied by other information, which for EHR data was key text-strings relevant to TG status. If key text-strings were available, the PPV of the CP has the potential to be 100%. In terms of algorithm components to identify TG patients, Wolfe et. al and Alpert et. al were able to find the highest proportion of TG patients through diagnosis codes alone. However, Chyten-Brennan and colleagues were only able to identify 13.5% of TG patients through diagnosis codes, and Foer and colleagues found that key text-strings were able to identify almost 90% of patients. Additionally, Chyten-Brennan and colleagues access to self-reported gender identity data added a large amount of TG patients that would have otherwise been classified as cisgender through their medical records alone.

**DISCUSSION**

Within a variety of validation methods, several studies have found that the CPs with the highest PPV to identify TG patients within their study population contained diagnosis codes accompanied by other information, such as procedural or prescription codes in claims data, and key text-strings in EHR data. If key text-strings were not available, most researchers have been able to find most TG patients within their electronic healthcare databases through diagnosis codes alone.

The articles reviewed contained several strengths. The use of CPs provides a low-cost, rapid approach to identify TG people who are missed by traditional structures. Roblin and colleagues provide a replicable SAS program to be applied in other healthcare systems with similar structures. Proctor and colleagues offer a hierarchal framework for enhancing a CP by using additional criteria to confirm TG status, and Blosnich and colleagues validated their CP of diagnosis codes through clinician text notes within the VHA health system, which is particularly useful when there is no gold standard of self-reported gender identity. Yee and colleagues developed a way to using differential SAB and self-reported gender to determine TG status in claims data. To help improve their PPV, Jasuja and colleagues had a technical panel of experts in clinical management of TG patients decide on which procedural codes to include, and also conduct chart reviews. These additional approaches added 31% of patients outside of diagnosis codes, and they found systematic differences between those found through diagnosis codes and those without. This is important for health
disparities research, as those who were older were more likely to be found without gender-identity specific diagnosis codes, and also can be used to improve the diversity and generalizability of study samples as it did for Jasuja and colleagues.19

Quinn and colleagues were able to use key text-strings within data structures that had access to provider notes to create one of the largest cohorts (N=6500) to date for TG people, who can be hard to recruit into cohort studies based on stigmatization or marginalization in society.14 These key text-strings were carefully created through study stakeholders built within study design, who were also part of the TG community. Stakeholders also created a comprehensive list of hormone medications and procedures for gender affirmation, which may have helped increase the sensitivity of their CP. Guo and colleagues extended Quinn and colleague’s CP by using both structured and unstructured data, which gave them the opportunity to use self-reported gender identity data when available, added ICD-10 diagnosis codes, expanded the list of key text-strings to improve sensitivity, and created an automated algorithm that does not require extensive manual chart reviews.6 Their final reported CP was simple (at least one diagnosis code and one key text-string) and generalizable to other health systems with similar structures.

In addition, the data systems used were rich and highly detailed, such as Wolfe and colleagues paper which used the nation’s largest integrated health care system.21 Chyten-Brennan and colleagues were also able to use HIV-funded data that uniquely collected information on gender identity, further strengthening their ability to identify TG patients.23

However, the included studies also have limitations. Refinements of CPs are required to stay up to date on current terminology as TG terms will change over time. The most common false positive in CPs was the misuse of key text-strings by providers that were meant to discuss a relative or loved one of the patient, but not the patient themselves. Therefore, CPs must be careful to assess their validity. Further, it is difficult to validate CPs due to limited access to self-reported gender identity data, and although alternative methods were used in these studies, self-reported gender identity should be utilized as the gold standard.5,27,28 Self-reported gender identity data can lead to bias, particularly if there are no options for those who are non-binary to accurately report their gender identity. The findings of these studies are also not generalizable to the entire TG population since not all TG patients have a TG-related diagnosis, especially those who do not seek gender affirming care. Many studies are limited to the current health care system they are using (ex. Kaiser data, Medicaid data), which will also limit generalizability of the data. In addition to this, there are lack of protections to access gender affirming health care, and not all TG people disclose their TG gender identity to their providers or surveys. This means the true prevalence of TG patients within samples may be higher due to underreporting of transgender gender identities.

Findings from the included studies have provided avenues for future research. The use of more natural language processing methods to identify nuance in CP performance are needed, especially within studies that apply key text-string methods. Papers also call for the standardization of CPs for collection at the population level, and the utilization of accessible software to apply the CP to other healthcare systems with similar data structures. All studies advocated for the incorporation of the recommended two-step method of self-reported gender identification in both EHR and claims data sources, which is still lacking in many data structures and advocated for by other reviews of TG health research.5,29 This would also allow researchers to be able to identify transmasculine (TM) and transfeminine (TF) patients, since there are many health differences, such as differences in the need for recommended preventive screenings such as for cervical cancer.6,19 Future work also calls for more analysis on community level differences in nomenclature and terminology related to TG people of color, and there is a need for larger ongoing longitudinal studies where data is aggregated over time and across place to assess differences between TM, TF, and TG people of color. Authors also emphasize that it is imperative for the medical community to advocate on behalf of TG patients to ensure gender-affirming medical and surgical care is protected by federal law. To ensure more holistic stories of the data are depicted, additional mixed-methods studies are needed as evidence gaps remain for contextual factors specific to the TG experience.

Quantitative evidence of CPs used to identify TG patients can have high validity when self-reported gender
identity is not available. While diagnosis codes relevant to TG status are primarily used, other forms of identification such as key text-strings and hormone prescriptions, non-specific endocrine disorder codes are useful additions to consider for researchers planning to use CPs in their TG health research.

CONCLUSION

The results of several reviewed studies show that the CPs with the highest accuracy to identify TG patients contained diagnosis codes and another component, such as and procedural and medication codes for claims data and key text-strings for EHR data. However, researchers have been able to find most TG patients within their electronic healthcare databases through diagnosis codes alone, although differences may occur depending on the data structure of the health system utilized. These findings support the conclusion that CPs are essential to identifying TG patients when self-reported gender identity is not available to understand TG population health patterns.
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**Figure 1.** PRISMA Flow Diagram of Narrative Review of Transgender Computational Phenotype Literature